eXpress Power Stations
Shift traditional substation construction from
the field to the factory.

What if your substation project could arrive on-site
ready to simply and immediately plug in?

DIS-TRAN XPS
DIS-TRAN’s XPS assemblies mean you can install your substation in a fraction of the
time. Because they arrive pre-assembled and ready for installation, XPS is an easy
decision for your substation needs.
Whether you have difficult conditions where it’s hard to build traditional substations,
the project is located in an area with labor shortages, or if you have an extremely
short project duration, DIS-TRAN’s eXpress Power Stations will save you time, money
and headaches.
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Why take weeks to finish what can be done in days?

It’s just three easy steps:
Unload and Bolt in Place
Make your incoming and outgoing circuit
connections
Tie in your secondary connections, test,
and energize

Why Use eXpress Power Stations?
DIS-TRAN’s integrated engineering and fabrication capabilities mean we can design,
fabricate and build your substation project to meet any performance and specification
requirements. This is your project, done your way, built to your specs and standards.

Drive down total installed costs in factory and field. Our space-efficient assemblies go up like giant building blocks. You can count on
using less equipment and fewer people for the installation.

Reduce on-site work time and expense. XPS reduces the amount
of both site preparation and foundation expense and eliminates the
need for specialty craft labor that’s required for traditional installations.

Increase schedule certainty. The entire project is test assembled in
advance – at DIS-TRAN’s Project Service Center – ensuring everything
fits together perfectly, every time.

Shift risk from the field to the factory. Move high-risk construction
activities to a factory setting with a controlled environment and
stringent quality control processes.

DIS-TRAN’s XPS arrives fully pre-assembled, in one easy
delivery, ready to be installed and energized.

Who We Are
DIS-TRAN has been an industry leader in the design and supply of high-voltage,
open-air substations and switchyards since 1965. We emphasize a collaborative
approach that’s conducive to completing your project done your way, right the
first time, every time. At each phase from development through close-out, we
deliver innovative designs, efficient material logistics and profitable partnering
strategies. We fuse exceptional technical expertise with fast, friendly service
standards, so that every project can spark greater success.

distransubstations.com

substations@distran.com
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